FAC-P/PM SERVICES

QUALIFIED, NOT JUST CERTIFIED
TwentyEighty Strategy Execution’s position as an industry leader in supporting the professional
development of the federal government’s acquisition workforce affords us unique insight into the
challenges faced by today’s project and program managers. Our extensive work with diverse agency
clients lets us guide management at all levels in the current best practices needed to deliver projects
and programs on-time and on-budget, while meeting organizational requirements.

Our federal PM curricula experts developed a full suite of FAC-P/PM services to assist your agency in
aligning federal policy compliance requirements with strategic and mission-oriented performance goals.
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team will review your agency’s
internal course offerings and
map learning objectives to
the appropriate FAC-P/PM
competencies in order to complete
the training blueprints required by
FAI for agency training program
review. Strategic Execution can
assist in linking the agency’s
course offerings across all three
FAC programs and help translate
this information for incorporation
into the mandated Acquisition
Human Capital Plan to be
submitted to OFPP on an annual
basis.

reflects the best practices we have
compiled from our extensive work
in successfully supporting the
FAC-P/PM efforts of major federal
agencies. Strategic Execution
can evaluate your business
processes as they relate to FAC-P/
PM reporting requirements and
can also help you to develop
the internal documentation and
processes needed to identify
potential candidates, capture
current work experience and
competency level, and track their
status through the program.

is an integrated and
comprehensive professional
development program that
approaches acquisition and
program management from the
perspective of the integrated
project team. We offer 15 fully FAI
verified FAC-P/PM courses across
all three certification levels. Our
multiple course delivery modalities
include on-site, open enrollment,
and virtual classroom to make
our training accessible to those
who need it, wherever they may
be located. Our virtual classroom
option maximizes learning
opportunities as well as time.

Strategic Execution’s extensive expertise will help you navigate the certification process and ensure that
your learning program remains not only compliant with federal requirements, but that it provides your
workforce the qualifications they need in order to meet your organization’s mission.

TwentyEighty Strategy Execution’s fully revised FAI-verified FAC-P/PM certification training curriculum is available through the GSA Schedule. The GSA contract number is GS-02F-0058P.
Federal Acquisition Institute (FAI) verified certification courses have been reviewed by FAI and they have verified the courses properly align to the applicable Office of Federal Procurement Policy
(OFPP) competency model and federal certification policy.
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